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ABSTRACT

An apparatus for measuring an alignment accuracy between
overlaid alignment marks formed to each of alignment mark
portions on every plural chip units or exposure units
arranged on a Substrate to be measured, comprising: an XY
Stage running in a direction X and in a direction y while
mounting the Substrate; an illumination optical System for
illuminating each of the alignment mark portions in a State
where the XY stage runs in a direction X which is a direction
of arranging the chips, a detecting optical System having an
objective lens for collecting a reflection light in the running
State obtained from the Overlaid alignment marks, a focusing
optical System for focusing the reflection light in the running
State obtained from the objective lens, a Scanning optical
System for Scanning reflection light image in the running
State focused by the focusing optical System in a direction
opposite to that of the running and a linear image Sensor
receiving reflection light image Substantially in a Static State
being Scanned in the opposite direction by the Scanning
optical System and converting them into image Signal; and
an alignment accuracy calculation device for measuring the
alignment accuracy between the overlaid alignment marks at
least for a direction perpendicular to the running direction
based on the image Signal converted by the linear image
SCSO.
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ment for the misalignment difficult. The prior art described
above has a Subject that measurement for misalignment does
difficult by the detection of images having at low contrast
from the alignment mark.

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR

MEASURING ALIGNMENT ACCURACY, AS
WELLAS METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR
MANUFACTURING SEMCONDUCTOR
DEVICE

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An object of this invention intends to provide, in view of
the Subject described above, an apparatus and a method of
measuring alignment accuracy (overlay accuracy) capable
of measuring alignment accuracy at a high throughput for
plural alignment markS.
A further object of this invention intends to provide a
method of manufacturing a Semiconductor device as well as
a System thereof capable of improving the accuracy for

BACKGROUD OF THE INVENTION

This invention concerns an apparatus and a method of

measuring alignment accuracy (overlay accuracy) for mea

Suring failures Such as misalignment or defocusing occur
ring upon exposure and etching of patterns in a production
Step of producing aimed Substrates by forming circuit pat
terns on Substrates Such as Semiconductor manufacturing
Steps, liquid crystal display device manufacturing StepS and
manufacturing Steps of a printed circuit board, as well as a
method of manufacturing Semiconductor devices for pro
ducing Semiconductor devices by analyzing misalignment or
the like and adopting countermeasure therefor, as well as a
System thereof.
Heretofore, for producing Semiconductor devices, thick
neSS of deposition films, dimension after exposure or after
etching or misalignment with lower layer patterns were
measured on every production Steps for Semiconductor
devices and process conditions were Set Such that they were
within predetermined ranges.
In this case, when deposition films or etching patterns

15

between the processes, by calculating the distribution of
alignment accuracy at more points within a wafer.
The basic object of this invention of detecting the process
failure can be attained by measuring alignment accuracy

(overlay accuracy) for plural chips in a wafer and recogniz

25

formed on a Semiconductor Substrate (wafer) are not within

ductors (ratio for good products).
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Further, introduction of CMP (Chemical Mechanical
Polishing) Step or the like to the manufacturing Steps for
Semiconductor devices results in a problem that the contrast
of images for alignment mark is low, making the measure

a device (unit) for measuring alignment accuracy for a
number of chips, a final electrical inspection device (a probe
inspection device) for the chips and a data processing device

for processing data from the electrical inspection device and
the alignment accuracy measuring device.
Further, control for the process conditions as an object of
this invention can not always be attained only by measure
ment at high accuracy but attained by monitoring the fluc
tuation of the proceSS Variations. More specifically, it can be
attained by measuring the alignment accuracy of alignment

patterns by exposure and development, calculating the dis
tribution of the alignment accuracy that fluctuates by the
variation of the process conditions in the wafer and moni
toring the fluctuation within the wafer or between the
wafers.

55

2533250.

In the prior art described above, misalignment for three
chips, five chips or nine chips in a wafer is measured but the
Subject of the measuring distribution of the misalignment
within the wafer has not been recognized. Accordingly, there
is no concept of measuring the distribution of the misalign
ment in a wafer and, therefore, it has not yet been attained.

the object of this invention can be attained by a dark view
field illumination device and a dark view field image cap
turing device.
Further, Setting for the control value of the alignment
accuracy as the object of this invention can be attained with

marks (overlay marks) on a Substrate formed with circuit

terns.

AS one of methods of measuring alignment accuracy for
Semiconductor Substrates of this type, a method of measur
ing misalignment of alignment marks on a Semiconductor
Substrate by irradiating light onto Semiconductor Substrate
and producing Semiconductors while changing the proceSS
parameters if they are not within a predetermined range has
been described in Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. H10

ing the distribution of alignment accuracy in the wafer.
Further, measurement of the alignment accuracy for a
number of chips in a wafer as the object of this invention can
be attained by measuring with a measuring device at high
throughput comprising one of a high Speed Scanning device
by a high Speed Stage, an image capturing device during
running of the Stage and a signal intake device at high Speed.
Further, measurement for the alignment accuracy of align

ment marks (overlaid alignment marks) at low contrast as

a predetermined range, failure rate of Semiconductor chips in
the wafer is increased to deteriorate the yield of Semicon
Thickness of the deposition film or the size of the pattern
upon exposure and the etching exceeds the predetermined
range by fluctuation of various proceSS conditions Such as
preSSure of reaction gas, temperature of Substrate Supports,
Voltage applied upon plasma generation, intrusion of impu
rities into the process gas, focal position upon exposure and
overlay level upon exposure, or erroneous manual input of
the proceSS conditions.
Also in Similar production Steps for liquid crystal display
devices, when process conditions Such as preSSure of reac
tion gas and overlay level upon exposure fluctuate, manu
factured products can not be used as display devices. The
Situation is also identical in the manufacturing Steps of
printed circuit boards in which fluctuation of proceSS con
ditions causes short and connection failure of circuit pat

analyzing fluctuation factors of the alignment accuracy (the
overlay accuracy) being caused by Strange differences

60

Further, control for the process conditions as an object of
this invention can not always be attained only by measure
ment at high accuracy but attained by monitoring the fluc
tuation of the proceSS Variations. More specifically, it can be
attained by measuring the alignment accuracy of alignment
marks on a Substrate formed with circuit patterns by expo
Sure and development, calculating the dispersion of the
alignment accuracy that fluctuates by the variation of the
process conditions over group of chips within the wafer and
monitoring the fluctuation within the wafer or between the
wafers.

65

This invention provides an apparatus for measuring an
alignment accuracy between alignment marks formed to
each of alignment mark portions on every plural chip units
or exposure units arranged on a Substrate to be measured,
comprising
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mination optical System, a focusing optical System for
focusing the first reflection light in the running State
and the Second reflection light in the Static State
obtained by collecting light from the objective lens, a
Switching optical System for Switching the first reflec
tion light in the running State and the Second reflection
light in the Static State obtained by collecting light from
the objective lens, a Scanning optical System for Scan
ning first reflection light image in the running State
being Switched by the Switching optical System and
focused by the focusing optical System and Scanning
the same in the direction opposite to Said Scanning

3
an XY stage running in a direction X and in a direction y
while mounting the Substrate,
an illumination optical System for illuminating each of the
alignment mark portions in a State where the XY stage
runs in a direction X which is a direction of arranging
the chips,
a detecting optical System having an objective lens for
collecting a reflection light in the running State obtained

from the overlaid alignment marks (the overlay marks)

irradiated by the illumination optical System, a focusing
optical System for focusing the reflection light in the
running State obtained by collecting light from the
objective lens, a Scanning optical System for Scanning
reflection light image in the running State focused by
the focusing optical System in a direction opposite to
that of the running and a linear image Sensor receiving

direction, a first linear image sensor (image Sensor of
measuring speed preference type) receiving first reflec
15

reflection light image Substantially in a static State (also

signal, and a Second linear image Sensor (image Sensor
of measuring speed preference type) for receiving

including a case of decreasing generally as well as the

Static State) being Scanned in the opposite direction by

the Scanning optical System and converting them into
image Signal, and
an alignment accuracy calculation device for measuring
the alignment accuracy between the overlaid alignment
marks at least for a direction perpendicular to the
running direction based on the image Signal converted
by the linear image Sensor of the detecting optical

25

System.

Further, in a preferred embodiment of the apparatus for
measuring alignment accuracy according to this invention,
the linear image Sensor of the detecting optical System
comprises a 2-dimensional image Sensor. Further, in another
embodiment of the apparatus for measuring alignment accu
racy according to this invention, the linear image Sensor of
the detecting optical System comprises a TDI image Sensor.
In a further embodiment of the apparatus for measuring
alignment accuracy according to this invention, the linear
image Sensor of the detecting optical System comprises
plural channels. In a further embodiment of the apparatus for
measuring alignment accuracy according to this invention,
the illumination optical System is constituted for vertical
illumination through the objective lens. In a further embodi
ment of the apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to this invention, illumination optical System has
an optical Source filter forming a Secondary optical Source.
In a further embodiment of the apparatus for measuring
alignment accuracy according to this invention, the detect
ing optical System has a focusing filter for Shutting or
decreasing 0-order diffraction reflection light obtained from
the alignment mark portions.
Further, this invention provides an apparatus for measur
ing an alignment accuracy between overlaid alignment
marks formed to each of alignment mark portions on every
plural chip units or exposure units arranged on a Substrate to
be measured, comprising
an XY stage running in a direction X and in a direction y
while mounting the Substrate,
an illumination optical System for illuminating first align
ment mark portion in a State where the XY Stage runs
in the direction X which is direction of arranging the
chipS and for illuminating Second alignment mark
portion in a Static State,
a detecting optical System having an objective lens for
collecting first reflection light in the running State and
Second reflection light in the Static State obtained from
overlaid alignment marks of each of the first and
Second alignment mark portions irradiated by the illu

tion light image Substantially in a Static State being
Scanned in the opposite direction by the Scanning
optical System and converting the same into first image
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Second reflection light image in the Static State being
Switched by the Switching optical System and focused
by the focusing optical System and converting the same
into Second image Signal, and
a calculation device for alignment accuracy for measuring
a first alignment accuracy between the overlaid align
ment marks of the first alignment mark portion at least
in a direction perpendicular to the running direction
based on the first image Signal converted by the first
linear image Sensor and measuring a Second alignment
accuracy between the overlaid alignment marks of the
Second alignment mark portion based on the Second
image Signal converted by the Second linear image
Sensor. That is this invention has a feature of Switching
the measuring Speed preference mode and the measur
ing accuracy preference mode.
In a further embodiment of the apparatus for measuring
the alignment accuracy according to this invention, the
Switching optical System in the detecting optical System is
constituted with a branching optical System. Further, in
another preferred embodiment of the apparatus for measur
ing the alignment accuracy according to this invention, the
Switching optical System in the detecting optical System is
constituted by advancing and retracting the Scanning optical
System in the detecting optical System. In a further preferred
embodiment of the apparatus for measuring the alignment
accuracy according to this invention, the Second linear
image Sensor in the detecting optical System comprises a
2-dimensional image Sensor. In a further preferred embodi
ment of the apparatus for measuring the alignment accuracy
according to this invention, the Second linear image Sensor
in the detecting optical System comprises a TDI image
Sensor. In a further preferred embodiment of the apparatus
for measuring the alignment accuracy according to this
invention, the Second linear image Sensor in the detecting
optical System comprises plural channels.
Further, this invention provides an apparatus for measur
ing alignment accuracy between overlaid alignment marks

(overlay marks) formed to each of alignment mark portions
60
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on every plural chip units or exposure units arranged on a
Substrate to be measured, comprising
an XY stage running in a direction X and in a direction y
while mounting the Substrate,
an illumination optical System for illuminating the align
ment mark portion,
a detecting optical System having an objective lens for
collecting reflection light obtained from the overlaid
alignment marks on each of the alignment mark por

US 6,897,956 B2
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tions illuminated by the illumination optical System, a
branching optical System for branching reflection light
obtained by collection from the objective lens, a focus
ing optical System for focusing first and Second reflec
tion lights branched in the branching optical System, a
1-dimensional linear image Sensor for receiving first
reflection light image branched by the branching opti
cal System and focused by the focusing optical System
and converting the Same into focus image Signal and a
2-dimensional linear image Sensor for receiving Second
reflection light image branched in the branching optical
System and focused in the focusing optical System and
converting the same into 2-dimensional image Signal
for detecting misalignment,
a focus control device for controlling the focused State of
the Substrate to be measured relative to the optical lens
to an optimal State based on the focus image Signal
converted in the 1-dimensional linear Sensor of the
detecting optical System, and
an accuracy calculation device for measuring the align
ment accuracy between the overlaid alignment marks
based on the 2-dimensional image Signal obtained from
the 2-dimensional image Sensor in the detecting optical
System when the focused State is optimized by the focus

6

15

control device.

Further, this invention provides a method of measuring
alignment accuracy between overlaid alignment marks
formed to each of alignment mark portions on every plural
chip units or exposure units arranged on a Substrate to be
measured, comprising;
an illumination Step of illuminating each of the alignment
mark portions by an illumination optical System in a
State while running the XY stage that runs in a direction
X and in a direction y while mounting the Substrate in
direction X which is direction of arranging the chips,
a detection Step of collecting a reflection light in the
running State obtained from alignment mark of the
lower layer and alignment mark of the upper layer from
the illuminated alignment mark portion by an objective
lens, focusing the reflection light in the running State
obtained by collecting light by a focusing optical
System, Scanning the focused reflection light image in
the running State focused by a Scanning System in a
direction opposite to that of the running and receiving
the reflection light image Substantially in a Static State
being Scanned in the opposite direction by a linear
image Sensor and converting the same into image
Signal, and
an alignment accuracy calculation Step of measuring the
alignment accuracy between the overlaid alignment
marks at least for a direction perpendicular to the
running direction based on the image Signals obtained
from the linear image Sensor.
Further, this invention provides a System for producing a
Semiconductor device including,
an exposure/development device of coating a resist to a
Substrate to be measured, arranging circuit patterns also
including alignment marks on the exposure units Suc
cessively to the Substrate to be measured coated with
the resist, exposing the same and then developing the
Substrate to be measured arranged and exposed Succes
Sively to remove the resist pattern,
an alignment accuracy measuring device of measuring
alignment accuracy between overlaid alignment marks
formed to each of the alignment mark portions on every
plural chip units or exposure units arranged on a
Substrate to be measured by the exposure/development
device, and

25
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a control Section for calculating alignment accuracy
decomposed into error components based on the align
ment accuracy between the alignment mark of the
lower layer and the alignment marks of the upper layer
formed to the alignment mark portions on every plural
chip units or exposure units measured by the alignment
accuracy measuring device on the Substrate units or lot
units, setting an accuracy reference value Öo on every
error components at which the degree of effect on the
yield is started to be decreased on the Substrate units or
the lot units, and controlling the alignment accuracy to
the exposure/development device by the progress of the
number for chip units or the number for the exposure
units in which the calculated alignment accuracy 8 on
every error components exceeds the alignment accu
racy reference value Öo set on every error components.
Further, this invention provides a method of manufactur
ing a Semiconductor device comprising
an exposure/development Step of coating a resist to a
Substrate to be measured, Successively arranging and
exposing circuit patterns also including the alignment
marks on exposure units to the Substrate to be measured
coated with the resist and developing the Substrate to be
measured which have been arranged and exposed Suc
cessively to remove the resist pattern,
an alignment accuracy measuring Step of measuring the
alignment accuracy on every plural chip units or expo
Sure units arranged on the Substrate to be measured by
the exposure/development Step between the alignment
mark of the lower layer and the alignment mark of the
upper layer formed to each of the alignment mark
portions, and
a control Step of calculating alignment accuracy decom
posed into error components based on the alignment
accuracy between the alignment mark of the lower
layer and the alignment mark of the upper layer formed
to each of the alignment mark portions on every plural
chip units or exposure units measured by the alignment
accuracy measuring Step, Setting an alignment accuracy
reference value Öo on every error components at which
degree of effect AY on yield is started to be decreased
on Substrate units or lot units, and controlling the
alignment accuracy to the exposure/development
device depending on progreSS of number for chip units
or number for exposure units in which the calculated
alignment accuracy 8 on every error components
exceeds alignment accuracy reference value Öo set on
every error components.

50

Further, in a preferred embodiment according to this
invention, the degree of effect AY on the yield in the control
Step is calculated based on result of checking judgment in an
operation test on the chip units or on the exposure units.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

55

FIG. 1 is a view showing an example of a pattern of a
measured object according to this invention in which FIG.
1A is a plan view and FIG. 1B is a side elevational cross
Sectional view;

60
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FIG. 2 is a constitutional view showing first and third
embodiments of an apparatus for measuring alignment accu
racy according to this invention;
FIG. 3 is a view showing a modified example of a
Scanning optical System shown in FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is an explanatory view for the correction of a
rotational displacement of a wafer;
FIG. 5 is a view showing a running trace to a wafer by an
XY Stage and an alignment mark area disposed in a chip unit
or an exposure unit in this invention;

US 6,897,956 B2
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FIG. 6 is a view showing a relation between a running
trace to a wafer by an XY stage and a mark portion disposed
in a chip unit or an exposure unit in this invention;
FIG. 7 is a view showing an optical source filter and a
focusing filter of a circular shape according to this invention;
FIG. 8 is a view showing an optical source filter and a
focusing filter of a ring-like shape according to this inven

position based on image Signals detected from a
1-dimensional Sensor and Setting the pattern Static in a State
of Stopping an X-Stage at the optimal focus position by a

2-dimensional Sensor (detector) in the fourth embodiment;
FIG.25 is a view for explaining a relation for the yield Y,

tion;

FIG. 9 is a view showing a positional relation for an
optical Source filter, a focusing filter, an objective lens, a
focusing lens and a Substrate according to this invention;
FIG. 10 is a view showing a relation of a diffraction image
at a pupil position as viewed in the direction of a light axis
according to this invention;
FIG. 11 is a view for explaining a diffraction phenomenon
in a pattern to be measured according to this invention;
FIG. 12 is a view showing the State of imaging a pattern
to be measured which is made Static in a State of running an

15

invention;

X stage by a 2-dimensional Sensor (detector) according to
this invention;

FIG. 13 is an explanatory view for an image Signal
waveform obtained from one line of a 2-dimensional Sensor

shown in FIG. 12 and for calculating misalignment based on
the image Signal;
FIG. 14 is a view showing a misalignment vector calcu
lated from an alignment mark portion disposed in a chip unit
or an exposure unit as a result of measurement according to
this invention and an indication example thereof;
FIG. 15 is a view for an example of a misalignment vector
calculated from an alignment mark portion disposed in chip
units or exposure units arranged on a wafer as a result of
measurement according to this invention and an indication
example thereof,
FIG. 16 is a front elevational cross sectional view show

25

FIG. 29 is a view showing a schematic constitution of a
production line according to this invention;
FIG. 30 is a view showing the flow of wafers in a case
where wafers are OK and NG in an apparatus for measuring
alignment accuracy according to this invention; and
FIG. 31 is a view showing a constitution for a portion
concerned with this invention in the production line.
35

FIG. 18 is a constitutional view showing a second
embodiment of an apparatus for measuring alignment accu
racy according to this invention;
FIG. 19 is a view showing a State of imaging a pattern to
be measured that moves at a width W in a state of running

an X-stage by a 1-dimensional Sensor (detector) in a second

An apparatus and a method for measuring alignment
40

45

error with lower layer (alignment error Such as magnifica
tion ratio error, rotational error and shifting error), focusing
error and exposure amount.
This invention concerns an apparatus for measuring align

ment accuracy which measures an alignment accuracy (an
overlay accuracy) between alignment marks 4, for example,
50

of a Square frame formed to a lower layer and alignment
markS3, for example, of a Square frame formed to an upper

layer (alignment accuracy in exposure apparatus) (deviation
AX in direction X and Ay in direction y) as shown in FIG. 1,
55

Sensor (detector);
FIG. 22 is a view showing a case of advancing and
retracting a Scanning optical System as a modified example
of a Second embodiment of an apparatus for measuring
alignment accuracy according to this invention;
FIG. 23 is a constitutional view showing a fourth embodi
ment of an apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to this invention;
FIG. 24 is a view for explaining a State of imaging a
pattern to be measured by calculating an optimal focus

a System embodying them are to be described with reference
to FIG. 1 to FIG. 10.

Main items to be controlled in the exposure apparatus
Such as a projection aligner include, for example, overlay

embodiment;

FIG. 20 is an explanatory view for a running trace of a
wafer rotated by 90 in the second embodiment;
FIG. 21 is a view showing a stage of imaging a pattern to
be measured in a State of running an X-stage according to
this invention by a TDI image Sensor as a 1-dimensional

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

accuracy (overlay accuracy) according to this invention and

FIG. 17 is a view showing various modes of misalignment
in a chip unit or an exposure unit as a result of measurement
according to this invention and an indication example
thereof;

FIG. 27 is a graph showing a relation between the
alignment accuracy 6 and the number of chips or the number
of exposure units, as well as a relation of the degree effect
AY on the yield to the aimed misalignment reference value
Öo in this invention;
FIG. 28 is a graph showing the progreSS for the number
of failed chips not satisfying the optimal aimed misalign
ment reference value Öo on the wafer unit or lot unit in this
invention;

ing other example of a misalignment vector calculated from
an alignment mark portion disposed in chip units or expo
Sure units arranged on a wafer as a result of measurement
according to this invention, and an indication example
thereof and a cause thereof,

where the misalignment amount is OK, yield Y where the
misalignment amount is NG and the entire yield Y based on
the relation between the good products and failed products
of chip units or exposure units in a case where the misalign
ment amount Ö is Smaller than and greater than the aimed
reference value Öo according to this invention;
FIG. 26 is a view showing a relation between a vector in
a case where the misalignment amount Ö in a chip unit or an
exposure unit is larger than the aimed misalignment refer
ence value Öo and the result of the operation test in this
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as well as a system therefor. Reference 20 denotes a view
field of an objective lens 301 in an apparatus for measuring
alignment accuracy. Both of the alignment markS 4 and the
alignment markS3 are formed in the shape of a Square frame
to have a linear component in the direction X and in the
direction y Such that alignment in the direction X and the
direction y can be measured accurately. In a case shown in
FIG. 1, the Size for the alignment mark 4 is made larger than
the size for the alignment mark 3.
At first, a first embodiment of an apparatus for measuring

alignment accuracy (overlay accuracy) according to this
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invention is to be described with reference to FIG. 2 to FIG.

17. A first embodiment of the apparatus for measuring the
alignment accuracy according to this invention comprises,
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as shown in FIG. 2, a stage 100, an optical source 200, a

deflected and Scattered from the measuring point on the
substrate 1 is focused by way of the objective lens 301 and
the focusing lens 304 onto the 2-dimensional detector 308.
In this case, 0-order diffracted light image the 0-order

detection Section (unit) 300, an image processing Section
(unit) 400, a controller section (unit) 700 and an automatic
focus detection section (unit) 500.

The stage 100 comprises a substrate chuck 103 for
mounting a Substrate 1 Such as a wafer, a Z0 Stage 102
having a Z stage for moving the substrate chuck 103 in the
direction of height and a 0 stage for rotating the chuck 103
within a plane, and an XY stage 101 for moving the substrate
chuck 103 in the directions X and y, for example, as shown
by a moving trace 10 in FIG. 5A.
The optical Source Section 200 comprises an optical
Source 201, a condensing lens 202, an optical Source focus
ing lens 203 and an optical source filter 204 for spot
illumination or ring illumination. That is, the optical Source
Section 200 focuses an image of an optical Source from the
optical source 201 by way of the condensing lens 202 and
the optical Source focusing lens 203 to a position of the
optical filter 204. The optical source filter 204 may be a filter
to form a spot illumination Secondary optical Source 2041
shown in FIG. 7A, or an optical filter to form a ring
illumination secondary optical source 2042 shown in FIG.
8A. The optical source filter 204 is at a Fourier conversion
position of the objective lens 301, and a light emitting from
the optical filter 204 illuminates a measuring point on the
substrate 1 by way of a half-mirror 302 and the objective

diffracted optical image (regular reflection optical image) of
the illumination filter 204 is shut by the focusing filter 303
shown in FIG. 7B and FIG. 8B. The focusing filter 303
shown in FIG. 7B has a circular filter 301 while the focusing
filter 303 shown in FIG. 8B has a ring filter 302. That is, as
shown in FIG. 9, the illumination filter 204 and the focusing
filter 303 are located at the conjugation position of the
optical system with the objective lens 301, Substrate 1 and
the objective lens 301. Then, the images of primary or higher
order diffracted light passing the focusing filter 303 are

15

304 onto the 2-dimensional detector 308. In this case, the

Scanning optical System 306 has a constitution for forming
primary or higher order refracted light images 11, 12 from
each of the alignment mark portions 3, 4 as Static images on
the 2-dimensional detector 308 when the X-stages runs. FIG.
3 shows a Scanning optical System 306 that Scans optical
images by utilizing diffraction, for example, by rotating a
prism 306' such as a parallel plate glass. FIG. 10 shows a
25

The optical Source 201 may be a filament type Such as a
halogen lamp or a discharge tube type Such as a metal halide
lamp, Xenon lamp, mercury lamp or mercury-xenon lamp, or
it may be a visible light laser Such as Secondary modulated

ring-like form 2042 as shown in FIG. 8A, or reduction of
interference using fibers of different length in order to

in the direction X. FIG. 11 shows the state of occurrence of

35

diffraction lights formed from the linear edges of the refine

ment marks 3, 4) 11, 12 are focused, as shown in FIG. 12,

40
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301, the half-mirror (may be a polarization beam splitter in

a case of using a linearly polarized light as the optical

source) 302 that reflects an illumination light emitted from

the optical source section 200, while transmits a reflection
light from alignment mark portions, a focusing filter 303 for
Shutting 0-order diffraction reflection light from the align
ment mark portions, a focusing lens 304 for focusing pri
mary or higher order diffraction reflection light transmitting
the focusing filter 303 to a detector 308, a synchronization

55
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unit 307 having an optical Scanning System (for example,
polygon mirror 306) that Scans moving images detected, for
example, in Synchronization with the movement of the X
Stage in the opposite direction and Set them Statically on the

detector 308 and a 2-dimensional detector 308 constituted

with a 2-dimensional image Sensor. That is, a light reflected,

a 0-order diffracted light 30 and primary order diffracted
lights 31, 32 formed from a linear pattern of the alignment
mark portions 3, 4 upon spot illumination or ring illumina
tion to the alignment mark portions 3, 4. AS has been
described above, images of the primary or higher order
refraction lights from the alignment mark portions 3, 4

(optical images emphasized with the primary or higher order

decrease interference. AS described above, when the coher

ent property of the laser beam is utilized, Since the objective
lens 301 can be provided in the form of reducing the
aberration, accuracy for measuring the alignment accuracy
can be improved. It is not also necessary to utilize the
coherent property of the laser beam, but the purpose can be
attained also by using a filament lamp or a discharge lamp
as the optical Source 201 and disposing a band filter Such as
an interference filter or a Sharp cut filter at any position from
the optical source 201 and the substrate 1.
The detection section 300 comprises the objective lens

0-order diffracted light 30 incident to the pupil (view field)

of the objective lens 301 obtained from alignment mark
portions 3, 4 in a case of ring illumination and a primary
order diffracted light 31, 32 undergoing primary diffraction

lens 301.

wave of YAG laser (532 nm), Arion laser or He–Ne laser,
or UV-region laser Such as four-order harmonic wave of
YAG laser (266 nm), secondary harmonic wave of Arion
laser (for example, 244 nm) or excimer laser (Krf, ArF, F,
etc.). In the case of a visible or UV-laser light, it requires
means (light System) Such as Scanning of a laser beam
(which may also be a multi-laser beam) at a position of the
optical Source filter 204 (Secondary optical Source) in a

Scanned by the Scanning optical System (for example, poly
gon mirror) 306 and then focused through the focusing lens
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as static images on the 2-dimensional detector 308. For
example, image Signals 41, 42 are detected from one line as
shown in FIG. 13A. By the way, the effect of distortion of
the magnification ratio of a focusing optical System Such as
the objective lens 301 etc. can be minimized by detecting the
static image by the 2-dimensional detector 308 when the
center for the alignment mark portion 3, 4 situates at the
center for the optical axis of the objective lens 301. Any way,
the optical filter 204 and the focusing filter 303 are disposed
So as to correspond to the alignment mark optical images at

low contrast (optical images emphasized for linear edges of
the alignment mark) by Shutting (shielding) the 0-order

diffracted light. Accordingly, there is no requirement of
providing the optical source filter 204 and the focusing filter
303 in a case where an alignment mark optical images at
high contrast can be obtained. Then, both of the situations
can be coped with by providing a mechanism capable of
intruding and retracting the optical Source filter 204 and the
focusing filter 303.
The image processing Section 400 comprises an A/D
converter 401 for converting 2-dimensional image Signals
detected from the 2-dimensional detector 308 by A/D con
version into 2-dimensional digital image Signals, a memory
402 for Storing the 2-dimensional digital image Signals
converted by the A/D converter 401, a signal processing
Section 403 for reading out the 2-dimensional digital image
Signals Stored in the memory 401 and calculating misalign
ment in the direction X and in the direction y between the

alignment mark 4 and the alignment mark 3 (AX, Ay), a
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computer (CPU) 404 that calculates misalignment vectors at
plural points in each chip based on the misalignment
between the alignment mark 4 and the alignment mark 4 at
plural positions in each chip calculated from the Signal
processing section 403, a display device 405 constituted
with a display as an output device, and an input device also
including a keyboard or a network (not illustrated). That is,
the 2-dimensional image Signals detected by the
2-dimensional detector 308 are put to analog-digital con
version by the A/D converter 401 and stored as detection
Signals in the memory 402. Upon Storing, coordinate infor

12
retracting the optical Source filter 204 and the focusing filter
303, detecting in this State images at a desired position 6
where alignment mark 3, 4 as the object to be measured by
the 2-dimensional sensor 308 while vertically moving the Z
Stage in a Static State of the XY stage 101 and the Scanning

optical System (for example, polygon mirror) 306 and deter

mining the height data detected by the automatic focus
detection section 500 at the position where the contrast
between the images 11, 12 for the detected alignment marks
3, 4 is highest. Accordingly, an optimal focused State can be
obtained at any position on the wafer 1 by controlling the Z
Stage Such that the height data detected by the automatic

mation on the Substrate 1 obtained from a controller 702

based on the displacement signal of the XY stage 101. The
Signal processing Section 403 reads out the 2-dimensional
image information for each of the alignment mark portions
6 Stored in the memory 402, and calculates the alignment

focus detection section 500 reaches the offset value set in the
15

accuracy (AX, Ay) for each of the alignment mark portions

6 by using a desired algorithm. The result of the calculation
for the alignment accuracy of each mark portion 6 calculated

in this step is stored in the memory device (not illustrated)

controlled by the CPU 404, or it is processed by the CPU
404 and displayed on the display device 405. Alternatively,
it is transferred, for example, to the System of a Semicon

ductor production line (not illustrated).
The controller section 700 comprises a controller 702 that
calculates a control instruction for controlling, for example,
the Z Stage based on the focus data detected from an
automatic focus detection Section, calculates a Synchroniza
tion control instruction, for example, based on the displace
ment of the X stage detected from a displacement detector
1012 Such as a linear encoder or a length measuring laser
device and a rotational angle of the Scanning optical System

25

At first, the substrate (wafer) 1 to be measured for the

misalignment which is mounted on the substrate chuck 103
and attracted by a vacuum Suction device or the like is
controlled for the rotation by using the 0 stage. That is, each
of patterns 18a and 18b such as alignment marks at two
positions formed in line-to-line Symmetry at the periphery of
the wafer 1 is detected by the 2-dimensional detector 308,

(for example, polygon mirror) 306 detected by a rotational

and the central position coordinate (x1, y1) and (X2, y2) are

angle detector 3062 and, further, controls a driving Source of

the XY stage 101 (1011 denotes a driving source for X
Stage), a driving Source for a focus controlling Z Stage (not
illustrated), a driving Source for the 0 stage (not illustrated)

and a rotational driving Source 3061 of the Scanning optical
system 306 based on the control instruction. Further, the
controller 702 inputs address data to the memory 402 based
on the detected positional coordinate on the wafer and inputs
the detected positional coordinate on the wafer to the Signal
processing Section 42.
The automatic focus detection section 500 comprises,
optically, an illumination Section 501 and a detection Section

35

to be measured (wafer) manufactured as an identical kind

and by the identical process Steps with those for the object
to be measured for misalignment on a Substrate chuck,

V(x2-x1)+(y2 -y1), thereby enabling to calculate the
view of the relation: Sin (p=(y2-y1)/L. Accordingly, the

40
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rotation of the wafer 1 is controlled by using the 0 stage So
as to eliminate the angle of inclination 0. AS a result, the
linear components for the alignment markS 3, 4 are Substan
tially directed to the running direction of the X-Stage and the
Y-Stage.
Then, misalignment is measured actually. At first, the
wafer 1 controlled for rotation is moved by the movement of
the XY stage 101 along the moving trace 10 as shown in

FIG. 5A. Numeral 2 denotes an exposure field (exposure
unit) comprising one or plural chips arranged on the wafer
50

1. The alignment markS3, 4 for measuring misalignment are

formed, for example, at four positions (6a–6a) in the expo
Sure field 2, and the moving trace 10 passes over the

alignment mark portions 3, 4 (6a–6a) at the four positions.

55

automatic focus detection section 500 and an actual focal

position, it is necessary to measure the offset value previ
ously and set the offset value to the controller 702. Since the
Situation near the Surface of the wafer varies depending on
the kind of the object to be measured for the misalignment
and on every proceSS Steps of the object, further the mis
alignments are measured while moving the wafer
continuously, it is necessary to previously calculate and Set
the offset value. The offset value is set by mounting an object

calculated to determine the center-to-center distance: L=

angle of inclination p for the wafer as an object to be
measured relative to the running direction of the X stage in

502. The automatic focus detection section 500 includes

those for optically detection, for example, positional dis
placement detection of regular reflection beam on oblique
Spot light illumination/linear Sensor, Stripe pattern
projection/stripe pattern detection, optical pattern contrast
detection or optical interference detection, and those for
direct detection of the displacement in the direction of the
height at the Surface of the wafer Such as air micro detection
or electroStatic capacitance detection. Since there is usually
present an offset between the focal position detected by the

controller 702, upon calculation for the misalignment
amount between the alignment mark 4 and the alignment
mark 3 by forming the static state of images 11, 12 for the
alignment mark portions prepared on the 2-dimensional
detector 308 in the scanning optical system 306 while
running the X stage.
Description is to be made next to an embodiment capable
of greatly Shortening the time required for a sheet of wafer
to be measured for the misalignment even when the mis
alignment measuring positions 6 are formed, for example, at
four positions on every exposure fields formed on the wafer
1 and the number of measuring portions for misalignment on
the wafer 1 is increased as large as 100 positions.

60
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That is, the moving trace 10 is set Such that the alignment
mark portion 6 as the position for measuring misalignment
passes through the center of the optical axis of the objective
lens 301. Alternatively, the moving trace 10 can be 10a, 10b
as shown in FIGS. 6A, and 6B. In the case of the moving
trace 10a, it passes the alignment mark portions 6c, 6d two
positions on every exposure field 2. Further, in a case of the
moving trace 10b, it passes the alignment mark portions
6a-6d four positions on every exposure field 2.
When the X stage is caused to run at a high Speed of about
100 m/s and Substantially at a constant Speed So as to draw
the moving trace 10 and, Simultaneously, the Scanning

optical System (for example, polygon mirror) 306 is rotated
in the opposite direction in Synchronization with the X stage
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thereby Scanning the optical images 11, 12 of the running
alignment marks obtained by the objective lens 301 and the
focusing lens 304, optical images 11, 12 for the Static
alignment marks can be prepared on the 2-dimensional
detector 308. By the way, the mirror surface of the scanning
optical System 306 Scans the optical imageS for each align
ment mark portion 6 in the direction opposite to the running
of each alignment mark portion by the X table, and Static
optical imageS for each alignment mark portion is focused

5

identical with that shown in FIG. 15. In the case shown in

and photographed (imaged) on the 2-dimensional detector
308. In this case, since the offset value for the automatic

focusing is previously set to the controller 702, the controller
702 can always control to the optimal focus state based on
the height information detected from the automatic focus
detection Section 500.

With the procedures described above, in a state of running
the X Stage at a high Speed of about 100 mm/s, the
2-dimensional detector 308 can image the 2-dimensional
images for the alignment markS3, 4 in each of the alignment

15

mark portions (20 to 40 umD) 6 and output image signals at

a rate of 25 to 50 MHz per one pixel, and can detect them
as image Signals from the alignment mark portion 6 at 120
to 240 positions per one sheet of wafer in about 1 min.
AS described above, the image Signals for each alignment
mark portion detected as Static 2-dimensional images shown
in FIG. 12 Successively by the 2-dimensional detector 308
from each of the alignment mark portions 6 at 100 or more
positions on the moving trace 10 per one sheet of wafer 1 are
put to analog-digital conversion by the A/D converter 401

25

and Stored as 2-dimensional detection signals (shown as 41,
42 for 1 line in FIG. 13A) also including the coordinate
information on the Substrate in the memory 402. The signal
processing Section 403 reads out the 2-dimensional image
information also including the coordinate information on the
Substrate for each of the alignment mark portions at 100 or
more positions Stored in the memory 402. Then, the Signal
processing Section 403 calculates the alignment accuracy in

35

conductor production line (not illustrated).

40

305, a Scanning polygonal System (for example, polygon
mirror) 306 for scanning the other of the optical images
branched by the branching optical system 305 at a speed
Slightly lower than the running Speed of the X table and a
1-dimensional detector 309 comprising a CCD sensor or the

45
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like, and a Switch (not illustrated) for Switching

2-dimensional images obtained from the 2-dimensional vec
tor 308 and, basically, 1-dimensional images obtained from
a 1-dimensional vector 309 is disposed to stop the X-stage
upon detection of images by the 2-dimensional detector 308.
That is, in the wafer 1, Since high alignment accuracy is
required at the process Step nearest to a Semiconductor
device Such as a gate of the Semiconductor device and the
through hole near the gate or the gate wirings thereon, for the
object to be measured exposed in this Step the optical image
of the alignment mark 6 can be detected by the
2-dimensional detector 308 as shown in FIG. 12, when the

indicates the same as vectors 7 as shown in FIG. 14.
60

X table is stopped while positioning the alignment mark
portion 6 about at the center thereof to the optical axis of the
detection Section 300. Accordingly, So that misalignment of
the optical images 11 for the alignment mark 3 of the upper
layer and the optical images 12 for the alignment mark 4 of

the lower layer (AX, Ay) can be measured at a high accuracy.

the wafer 1 as vectors 7. In the case shown in FIG. 15, since

the amount of misalignment is different in the direction X,
the CPU 404 can recognize that the exposure magnification
ratio in the direction X is different between the exposure for
the lower layer and the exposure for the upper layer. In the
case shown in FIG. 16, since there is no directionality in the

described above, as shown in FIG. 14, in a case where

misalignment vectors are formed at four positions, they can
be decomposed into magnification ratio error component in
the direction X and the direction y, rotational misalignment
component, shifting misalignment component in the direc
tion X and the direction y, as well as other components.
Then, a Second embodiment of an apparatus for measur
ing the alignment accuracy according to this invention is to
be described. FIG. 18 is a view showing the constitution of
the Second embodiment of an apparatus for measuring
alignment accuracy according to this invention. The Second
embodiment is different from the first embodiment in that a

As described above, the CPU 404 calculates the misalign
ment amount on every mark portions 6 disposed in the
exposure unit or the chip unit arranged on the wafer 1 and
FIG. 15 and FIG. 16A represent the amount of misalign
ment to a specified chip unit or exposure unit 2 arranged on

FIG. 17B, since the amount of misalignment shows an
identical rotational vector at 4 positions, the CPU 404 can be
recognize that the rotational misalignment has been caused
between the case of exposing the lower layer and the case of
exposing the upper layer. In the case shown in FIG. 17C,
Since the amount of misalignment shows a vector of an
identical length in the same direction for all of four
positions, the CPU 404 can recognize that the shifting
misalignment is caused in the direction described above
between the case of exposing the lower layer and the case of
exposing the upper layer. In the case shown in FIG. 17D,
Since the amount of misalignment shows a vector each of
identical length in the radial direction for all of four
positions, the CPU can recognize that the magnification
error has been caused between the case of exposing the
lower layer and the case of eXposing the upper layer. AS

detection Section 300 comprises a branching optical System
305, a 2-dimensional detector 308 for receiving one of
optical images branched by the branching optical System

the direction X and the direction y (AX, Ay) for each of the

alignment mark portion as shown in FIG. 13B by applying
integration or averaging for plural lines with respect to the
X direction and they direction by using an algorithm Such as
a method of Simply binarizing each of Signals 41a, 41b: 42a,
41b with a predetermined threshold value and determining
the center thereof to decide the center for each of the Signals
41:42, or a method of directly determining the center for
each of the Signals 41:42 by a Symmetric pattern matching
processing. Particularly, upon integration or averaging over
plural lines in the direction X and direction y, integration or
averaging may be applied while Saving Specific line image
Signals. The result for the calculation of the alignment
accuracy for each of the alignment marks portions is Stored
in a not illustrated memory device controlled by the CPU
404, or it is fabricated by the CPU 404 and displayed on the
display device 405 or transferred to a system of the semi
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amount of misalignment only at a specified position, the
CPU 404 can recognize that an obstacle 15 such as a foreign
particle is intruded, for example, between the wafer 1 and
the substrate chuck 103 when the lower layer is exposed or
the upper layer is exposed.
Further, FIG. 17 shows various cases in which misalign
ment is caused to a specified chip unit or exposure unit 2
arranged on the wafer 1. The case shown in FIG. 17A is
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In short, for the wafer to be measured in the process Steps
requiring high alignment accuracy, it takes more measuring
time Since preference is taken for the measuring accuracy.
On the other hand, Since no high alignment accuracy as
described above is required to the wiring layers at the upper
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layer above the vicinity of the gate in the wafer 1, the
running optical images detected in a State of running the X
table at a high Speed of about 100 mm/s along the running
trace 10 as shown in FIG. 20A are scanned in the opposite
direction with a slight delay by the Scanning optical System

described. In the third embodiment, the optical Scanning
system 306 in the first embodiment shown in FIG. 2 is
removed, and optical images 11, 12 for the alignment mark
portion 6 focused by the focusing optical system 304 are
formed by a parallel read Sensor comprising a TDI Sensor as
a high Speed Sensor or a multi-channel 1-dimensional Sensor.

306. Then, as shown in FIG. 19, the 1-dimensional detector

The multi-channel 1-dimensional Sensor is constituted, for

309such as a CCD sensor moves by a width W(for example,
by about 100 pixels) in View of the appearance to optical

images 11, 12 of the alignment markS3, 4, and image Signals
indicative of the misalignment amount for the alignment
marks 3, 4 for the width W can be read out at 25 to 50 MHz

per one pixel from the 1-dimensional detector 309, and the
amount of misalignment in the direction y can be measured
at a relatively high accuracy in a State of running the X table
at a high speed of about 100 mm/s. As described above,
Since the optical images 11, 12 of the alignment marks 3, 4
can be detected as images at a width of W also by using the
1-dimensional detector 309, the amount of misalignment in

15

accuracy. Further, Since the Square shape is used for both of
the alignment markS3 and 4, a TDI Sensor can be used as the
1-dimensional detector 309 as shown in FIG. 21. FIG. 21

of misalignment (Ay) in the direction y can be obtained.

shows a State in which the TDI sensor photographs (images)

25

detector as in the first embodiment instead of the

in FIG. 20 like in the second embodiment, and the amount

1-dimensional images at a width of W of the alignment

marks 3, 4 for each of the alignment mark portions (20–40
AlmD) 6 in a State of running the X stage at a high speed of
35
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1-dimensional detector 309 and Scanning the running optical
images in the opposite direction in a State of running the X
Stage by the Scanning optical System 306, thereby slightly

displacing (delaying) as described above or setting them
Stationary on the 2-dimensional detector, and detecting
2-dimensional images of the alignment marks 3, 4 for each
of the misalignment measuring portions 6.
According to the Second embodiment described above, it
is possible to Switch between a case of giving preference to
high accuracy in the accuracy for misalignment measure
ment and a case of giving a preference to the high Speed to
Shorten the measuring time while Somewhat lowering the
accuracy in the accuracy for misalignment measurement in
accordance with the kind of the wafer and the proceSS StepS.
FIG.22 shows a modified example of the second embodi
ment. In this modified example, the Scanning optical System
306 is made retractable while the branching optical system
305 being removed. In FIG. 22, a cylindrical focusing lens
310 is disposed for focusing images on the 1-dimensional

the about 100 mm/s, and they can be detected as image
Signals in the directions X and y from the alignment mark
portions 6 at 120 to 240 positions per one sheet of wafer in
about Several minutes as image Signals in the directions X
and y.
Then, a fourth embodiment of an apparatus for measuring
alignment accuracy according to this invention is to be
described. FIG. 23 is a view showing the constitution of a
fourth embodiment of the apparatus for measuring align
ment accuracy according to this invention. Different from
the first, second and third embodiments, the fourth embodi

45

ment has no Scanning optical System 306 and has a branch
ing optical system 305 in the detection section 300, in which
the 1-dimensional detector 309 detects focused images and
the 2-dimensional detector 308 detects 2-dimensional

50

imageS for the alignment mark portions 6 in a State of
Stopping the X stage.
The image processing Section 400 further comprises an
A/D converter 411 for A/D conversion of 1-dimensional

55
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focused image Signals detected by the 1-dimensional detec
tor 309, a memory 412 for storing the focused digital image
Signals obtained from the A/D converter 411, and a contrast
Signal processing Section 413 for applying, for example,
Secondary differentiation to the focused digital image Signals
obtained from the memory 412 to calculate a contrast at
which the secondary differentiation from both of the align
ment markS reaches maximum, in which 2-dimensional

image Signals for the alignment mark portion 6 obtained

detector 309. With the constitution described above, the

optical Scanning System 306 is inserted into the optical
channel in a case of giving preference to the high Speed,
while the Scanning optical System 306 is retracted in a case
of giving preference to high accuracy.
Then, a third embodiment of an apparatus for measuring
alignment accuracy according to this invention is to be

Naturally, Since it is necessary to calculate also the
amount of misalignment in the direction X, the wafer 1 is
rotated by 90, for example, by using the 0 stage as shown

of misalignment in the direction X (Ax) is measured repeti
tively as described above. Although it is necessary to rotate
the wafer 1 by 90, it is possible to photograph the

direction X (Ax). AS described above, although it is neces

sary to rotate the wafer 1 by 90, 1-dimensional images at a
width W for the alignment marks 3, 4 can be photographed
for each of the alignment mark portions (20–40 umD)6, and
they can be detected as image Signals in the directions X and
y from the alignment mark portions at 120 to 240 positions
per one sheet of wafer in about Several minutes.
Naturally, it is also possible for using the 2-dimensional

ment in the direction y (Ay) can be obtained. Further, also in

a case of arranging a plurality of multi-channel
1-dimensional Sensors in Series So as to read on every
channels, and even when optical imageS 11, 12 of the
alignment mark portion 6 to be received along with the
running of the X Stage at a speed depending on the number
of channels, image Signals capable of calculating the amount

the direction y (Ay) can be measured at a relatively high

the alignment mark optical images 11, 12.
However, Since the amount of misalignment has to be
measured also in the direction X, the wafer is rotated by 90,
for example, by using the 0 stage and the running optical
images detected in a State of running the X table at a high
speed of about 100 mm/s are repetitively scanned in the
opposite direction with a slight delay by the Scanning optical
system 306 to measure the amount of misalignment in the

example, with plural linear Sensors each of 64 pixel element
capable of reading 64 pixels on every linear Sensor arranged
in Series So as to read on every channels. In a case of the
parallel read Sensor Such as the TDI Sensor as described
above, reading at 20 to 50 MHz is possible and even when
optical images 11, 12 for the alignment mark portion 6 to be
received are caused to run along with running of X stage,
image Signals capable of calculating the amount of misalign

from the 2-dimensional detector 308 when the contrast
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obtained in the contrast Signal processing Section 413
reaches the maximum is put to A/D conversion and taken
into the memory 402.
That is, the XY stage 10 is caused to run drawing traces
10a and 10b as shown in FIGS. 6A and 6B and stopped at
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(OK), while Y represents the yield in a case where the

each of the alignment mark portions 6. Then, Since an offset
value for the automatic focusing is previously Set to the

length of the Vector for misalignment does not Satisfy the

controller 1 in accordance with the kind of the wafers to be

aimed misalignment reference value Öo (NG). Y represents

mounted and the proceSS Steps, based on the images at 1 to
2 positions representing the wafer, it is controlled to a
focused state based on the height information for the wafer

the entire yield.

AY shown by the following equation (1) represents the
degree of effect on the yield to the aimed misalignment
difference value Öo set as a control value for the misalign
ment amount Ö on every components described above.

detected from the automatic focus detection section 500.

However, it is necessary to confirm whether the offset value
set as described above is correct or not for all of the

alignment mark portions formed in the wafer. Then, for
Several alignment mark portions 6, the Z Stage is moved
Vertically at a predetermined Step Ah in a State of interposing
the optical source filter 204 and the focusing filter 303 and
the 1-dimensional digital image Signals shown in FIG. 24B
are detected from the 1-dimensional detector 309 on every
movement, which are A/D converted and stored in the

AY=Y-Y.
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(1)

In FIGS. 26A and 26B, chip or exposure unit 2 in which
the length of the misalignment vector 6 on every compo
nents Satisfies the aimed misalignment reference value Öo as
a blank area, while chip or exposure unit 2 not Satisfying the
reference value as a meshed area. FIG. 26B shows the good
products with no symbol and failed products with N for the

memory 412. The contrast Signal processing Section 413
reads out the 1-dimensional digital image Signals Stored in
the memory 412, calculates the contrast and Stores the

result of the operation test of IC chips (result of tester test).

focused coordinate at which the calculated contrast reaches

of wafers (may in lot unit) of an identical kind and from

FIG.27 shows the number 71 of the chip or exposure units
relative to the alignment accuracy 8 in one or plurality sheet

the maximum. Then, running of the X stage is stopped at
each of the alignment mark portions 6 and, when the Z Stage

identical process Steps. FIG. 27B is a graph showing a curve
72 for the degree of effect AY on the yield based on the

reaches the Stored focused coordinate as described above,

equation (1) described above in a case where the aimed

2-dimensional optical images for each of the alignment mark

portions 6 are photographed (imaged) by the 2-dimensional

detector 308 to output 2-dimensional image signals which
are converted into a 2-dimensional digital image Signals by
the A/D converter 401 and stored in the memory 402. As a
result, the Signal processing Section 403 calculates the
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amount of misalignment for each of the mark portions 6 (AX,
Ay).
AS has been explained above, according to the fourth
embodiment, Since focusing is controlled by using the same
alignment mark used for the calculation of the misalignment
amount for each of the alignment mark portions,
2-dimensional images of the alignment markS 3, 4 can be
correctly imaged at a correct focused State to calculate the
amount of misalignment at high accuracy.
The mode of controlling the exposure System by the
apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy as has been
described above is to be explained based on the vectors for
the amount of misalignment calculated on every exposure

(Ös Öo) tends to increase in accordance with exceeding a
certain reference value Öo from a substantially constant
value in view of the relation (1) above. The probability of
35

Then, the production line management device (the pro
duction line control device) 58 shown in FIG. 29 can set the
allowable aimed misalignment reference value Öo on every
components in view of the relation described above based on
the result of the operation test for the IC chips inspected by

45

well as other components).

FIG. 25 is a view showing the relation between the
number of good products and the number of failed products

as a result of an operation test for IC chips (result of tester
test) in a case where the length of the vector for the amount

yielding failed products for chip unit or exposure unit where
the misalignment amount Ö does not Satisfy the reference
value Öo can be made maximum, by determining the refer
ence value Öo' at which the curve 72 for the degree of effect
AY on the yield decreases from a Substantially constant

value.
40

unit 2 exposed on the wafer (decomposable into magnifica

tion ratio error component in the direction X and the direc
tion y, rotational misalignment component, shift misalign
ment component in the direction X and the direction y, as

misalignment reference value Öo as the control value is
changed. The degree of effect AY 72 on the yield to the
aimed misalignment reference value Öo Set as the control
value for the misalignment amount Ö on each of the com
ponents tends to decrease from a certain reference value Öo
Since the yield Yo in the chip unit or exposure unit in a case
of increasing the aimed misalignment reference value Öo

50

a probe inspection device (tester) 56 and Stored in a memory
device 57, and the length of the vector 8 on every magni
fication rate error component in the direction X and the
direction y, rotational misalignment component, shifting
misalignment component in the direction X and the direction
y, as well as other components measured and decomposed
by each of the apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy

of misalignment Satisfies an aimed misalignment reference

55 (I)-55(m). As a result, it is necessary that the production

value Öo (indicated as OK) (ösö) and between the number
of good products and the number of failed products as a
result of an operation test for IC chips (result of tester test)

line management device 58 calculates and controls the
number of chips or number of exposure units 81 where the
misalignment amount Ö exceeds the aimed misalignment
reference value Öo on every components, and conducts, for
example, countermeasure of feedback to the production line

55

in a case where the length of the vector for the amount of
misalignment does not Satisfy the aimed misalignment ref

and the projection aligner on wafer unit (also including lot
unit), to decrease the amount of misalignment or to conduct

erence value Öo (indicated as NG) (Ö>Öo) on every magni

fication ratio error component in the direction X and the
direction y, rotational misalignment component, Shift mis
alignment component in the direction X and the direction y,
as well as other components measured and decomposed by
the apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy in one or

60

plurality sheets of wafers (may also be in lot unit) of
identical kind and identical proceSS Steps. Yo represents the
yield in a case where the length of the vector for misalign
ment Satisfies the aimed misalignment reference value Öo

exposure/development again when the control value 82 is

exceeded. 50(I)-50(n) show different exposure/development
StepS. Naturally, the projection aligner is present on the
exposure/development steps 50(I)-50(n).
65

FIG. 30 is a view showing the flow of wafers in a case of
calculating the number of chip or the number of exposure
unit 81 on wafer unit or lot unit where the misalignment
amount Ö on every components measured and decomposed
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in each of the alignment accuracy measuring apparatus

alignment mark portions irradiated by the illumination
optical System, a focusing optical System for focusing
reflection light in the running State obtained by collect
ing the reflection light from the objective lens, a
Scanning optical System for Scanning reflection light
image in the running State focused by the focusing
optical System in a direction opposite to that of the
running and a linear image Sensor receiving reflection
light image Substantially in a Static State being Scanned
in the opposite direction by the Scanning optical System
and converting them into image Signal, and
an alignment accuracy calculation device for measuring
alignment accuracy between the alignment mark of the
lower layer and the alignment mark of the upper layer
at least for a direction perpendicular to the running
direction based on the image Signal converted by the
linear image Sensor of the detecting optical System.
2. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to claim 1, wherein the linear image Sensor of the
detecting optical System comprises a 2-dimensional image

55(I)-55(m) exceeds the aimed misalignment reference

value Öo" and in a case that the calculated number of chip
Satisfies the control value and does not Satisfy the control
value. That is, if the control value is satisfied, the wafer is
proceeded to the Succeeding Step and if it does not Satisfy,
the resist formed on the wafer is removed and the wafer is

returned to the resist coating Step before the re-exposure/

development step 50()-50(n) for conducting exposure/

development again.
FIG. 31 shows the flow of signal in addition to the flow
of wafers. Information concerning the misalignment amount

of each of the alignment mark portions 6 (AX, Ay) for the

wafer measured by the misalignment measuring apparatus
521, or concerning the misalignment amount Ö on each chip

unit or exposure unit is sent to control system 59 (which also
may be a production line management device 58) and stored
in the memory device (not illustrated). The control system
59 judges for OK and NG on the wafer unit or lot unit based
on the misalignment amount Stored in the memory device as
described above and feeds back the information concerning
the misalignment amount to the projection aligner 51 in a
case of NG. The projection aligner 51 alters and corrects the
offset value in the X and y directions of alignment in a case
of the shift misalignment, conducts magnification ratio
correction in a case of the magnification ratio misalignment
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(magnification ratio correction is conducted basically upon
introduction of the projection aligner), and alters and cor
rects the offset value in the rotational direction of the

alignment in a case of rotational misalignment. In addition,
the projection aligner 51 can control also the focus error and
the exposure amount. In Summary, in a case where the
misalignment amount exceeds an allowable range on wafer
unit or lot unit, each of the offset values in the projection
aligner 51 is corrected as described above. Numeral 52
denotes a developing device, 53 denotes a resist coating
device and 54 denotes a resist removing device.
According to this invention, Since alignment accuracy
between exposed lower layer and upper layer can be mea
Sured without Stopping the running of the Stage, it can
provided an effect capable of measuring the alignment
accuracy of many alignment marks in a short period of time.
Further, according to this invention, Since the alignment
accuracy between the alignment marks of the lower layer
and the alignment marks of the upper layer on the wafer can
be measured at a higher Speed, the distribution of the
alignment accuracy in the wafer can be determined at a
greater number of points, the accuracy for the analysis of the
accuracy fluctuation factor due to the proceSS can be
improved
What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy for
measuring an alignment accuracy between alignment mark
of the lower layer and alignment mark of the upper layer
formed to each of alignment mark portions on every plural
chip units or exposure units arranged on a Substrate to be
measured, comprising:
an XY stage running in a direction X and in a direction y
while mounting the Substrate;
an illumination optical System for illuminating the align
ment mark portions in a State where the XY Stage runs
in a direction X which is a direction of arranging the
chips,
a detecting optical System having an objective lens for
collecting a reflection light in the running State obtained
from the alignment mark of the lower layer and the
alignment mark of the upper layer on each of the

3. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to claim 1, wherein the linear image Sensor of the
detecting optical System comprises a TDI image Sensor.
4. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to claim 1, wherein the linear image Sensor of the
detecting optical System comprises plural channels.
5. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to claim 1, wherein the illumination optical Sys
tem is constituted for Vertical illumination through the
objective lens.
6. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to claim 1, wherein the illumination optical Sys
tem has an optical Source filter forming a Secondary optical
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7. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to claim 1, wherein the detecting optical System
has a focusing filter for Shutting or decreasing 0-order
diffraction reflection light obtained from the alignment mark
portions.
8. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy for
measuring alignment accuracy between alignment mark of
the lower layer and alignment mark of the upper layer
formed to each of alignment mark portions on every plural
chip units or exposure units arranged on a Substrate to be
measured, by at least two mode, comprising:
an XY stage running in a direction X and in a direction y
while mounting the Substrate;
an illumination optical System for illuminating a first
alignment mark portion in a State where the XY stage
runs in a direction X which is a direction of arranging
the chips and for illuminating a Second alignment mark
portion in a Static State;
a detecting optical System having an objective lens for
collecting a first reflection light in the running State and
a Second reflection light in the Static State obtained from
alignment mark of the lower layer and alignment mark
of the upper layer on each of the first and Second
alignment mark portions irradiated by the illumination
optical System, a focusing optical System for focusing
the first reflection light in the running State and the
Second reflection light in the Static State obtained by
collecting light from the objective lens, a Switching
optical System for Switching the first reflection light in
the running State and the Second reflection light in the
Static State obtained by collecting light from the objec
tive lens, a Scanning optical System for Scanning a first
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reflection light image in the running State being
Switched by the Switching optical System and focused
by the focusing optical System in a direction opposite to
Said Scanning direction, a first linear image Sensor
receiving a first reflection light image Substantially in a
Static State being Scanned in the opposite direction by
the Scanning optical System and converting the same
into first image Signal, and a Second linear image Sensor
for receiving a Second reflection light image in the
Static State being Switched by the Switching optical
System and focused by the focusing optical System and
converting the same into Second image Signal; and
a calculation device for alignment accuracy for measuring
a first alignment accuracy between the alignment mark
of the lower layer and the alignment mark of the upper
layer on at least in a direction perpendicular to the
running direction based on the first image Signal con
verted by the first linear image Sensor and measuring a
Second alignment accuracy between the alignment
mark of the lower layer and the alignment mark of the
upper layer based on the Second image Signals con
verted by the Second linear image Sensor.
9. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to claim 8, wherein the Switching optical System
in the detecting optical System is constituted with a branch
ing optical System.
10. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to claim 8, wherein the Switching optical System
in the detecting optical System is constituted by advancing
and retracting the Scanning optical System in the detecting
optical System.
11. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to claim 8, wherein the Second linear image Sensor
in the detecting optical System comprises a 2-dimensional
image Sensor.
12. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to claim 8, wherein the first linear image Sensor in
the detecting optical System comprises a TDI image Sensor.
13. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to claim 8, wherein the first linear image Sensor in
the detecting optical System comprises plural channels.
14. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to claim 8, wherein the illumination optical Sys
tem is constituted for vertical illumination through the
objective lens.
15. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to claim 8, wherein the illumination optical Sys
tem has an optical Source filter forming a Secondary optical
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converted in the 1-dimensional linear Sensor of the
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detecting optical System; and
an accuracy calculation device for measuring the align
ment accuracy between the alignment mark of the
lower layer and the alignment mark of the upper layer
based on the 2-dimensional image Signal obtained from
the 2-dimensional image Sensor in the detecting optical
System when the focused State is optimized by the focus
control device.
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16. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy
according to claim 8, wherein the detecting optical System
has a focusing filter for Shutting or decreasing 0-order
diffraction reflection light obtained from the aligned mark
portions.
17. An apparatus for measuring alignment accuracy for
measuring an alignment accuracy between alignment mark
of the lower layer and alignment mark of the upper layer
formed to each of alignment mark portions on every plural
chip units or exposure units arranged on a Substrate to be
measured, comprising:
an XY stage running in a direction X and in a direction y
while mounting the Substrate;
an illumination optical System for illuminating the align
ment mark portions,
a detecting optical System having an objective lens for
collecting reflection light obtained from alignment
mark of the lower layer and alignment mark of the
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upper layer on each of the alignment mark portions
illuminated by the illumination optical System, a
branching optical System for branching reflection light
obtained by collection from the objective lens, a focus
ing optical System for focusing first and Second reflec
tion lights branched in the branching optical System, a
1-dimensional linear image Sensor for receiving first
reflection light image branched by the branching opti
cal System and focused by the focusing optical System
and converting the same into focus image Signal, and a
2-dimensional linear image Sensor for receiving a Sec
ond reflection light image branched in the branching
optical System and focused in the focusing optical
System and converting the same into 2-dimensional
image Signal for detecting misalignment;
a focus control device for controlling the focused State of
the Substrate to be measured relative to the optical lens
to an optimal State based on the focus image Signal
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18. A method for measuring alignment accuracy for
measuring an alignment accuracy between alignment mark
of the lower layer and alignment mark of the upper layer
formed to each of alignment mark portions on every plural
chip units or exposure units arranged on a Substrate to be
measured, comprising:
an illumination Step of illuminating the alignment mark
portion by an illumination optical System in a State
where running the XY stage that runs in a direction X
and in a direction y while mounting the Substrate in a
direction X which is a direction of arranging the chips,
a detection Step of collecting a reflection light in the
running State obtained from alignment mark of the
lower layer and alignment mark of the upper layer on
each of the illuminated alignment mark portions by an
objective lens, focusing the reflection light in the run
ning State obtained by collecting light by a focusing
optical System, Scanning focused reflection light image
in the running State focused by a Scanning System in a
direction opposite to that of the running, and receiving
the reflection light image Substantially in a Static State
being Scanned in the opposite direction by a linear
image Sensor and converting the same into image
Signals, and
an alignment accuracy calculation Step of measuring the
alignment accuracy between the alignment mark of the
lower layer and the alignment mark of the upper layer
at least for a direction perpendicular to the running
direction based on the image Signals obtained from the
linear image Sensor.
19. A System for manufacturing Semiconductor devices
including:
an exposure/development device of coating a resist to a
Substrate to be measured, arranging circuit patterns also
including alignment marks on the exposure units Suc
cessively to the Substrate coated with the resist, expos
ing the Same, and then developing the Substrate
arranged and exposed the circuit patterns. Successively
to remove the resist pattern;
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an alignment accuracy measuring device for measuring
alignment accuracy between mark of the lower layer
and the mark of the upper layer formed to each of the
alignment mark portions on every plural chip units or
exposure units arranged on the Substrate by the
exposure/development device; and
a control unit for calculating alignment accuracy decom
posed into error components based on the alignment
accuracy between the alignment mark of the lower
layer and the alignment mark of the upper layer mea
Sured by the alignment accuracy measuring device on
Substrate units or lot units, Setting an alignment accu
racy reference value on every error components at
which degree of effect on yield is started to be
decreased on the Substrate units or the lot units, and
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controlling alignment accuracy to the exposure/
development device by the progreSS of number for chip
units or number for the exposure units in which the
calculated alignment accuracy on every error compo
nents exceeds the alignment accuracy reference value
Set on every error components.

20. A method for manufacturing Semiconductor devices
comprising:
an exposure/development Step of coating a resist to a
Substrate to be measured, Successively arranging and
exposing circuit patterns also including alignment mark
on exposure units to the Substrate coated with the resist
and developing the Substrate which have been arranged
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and exposed the circuit patterns. Successively to remove
the resist pattern;
an alignment accuracy measuring Step of measuring the
alignment accuracy on every plural chip units or expo
Sure units arranged on the Substrate by the exposure/
development Step between the alignment mark of the
lower layer and the alignment mark of the upper layer
formed to each of alignment mark portions, and
a control Step of calculating alignment accuracy decom
posed into error components based on the alignment
accuracy between the alignment mark of the lower
layer and the alignment mark of the upper layer mea
Sured by the alignment accuracy measuring Step, Set
ting an alignment accuracy reference value on every
error components at which degree of effect on yield is
Started to be decreased on Substrate units or lot units,
and controlling alignment accuracy to the exposure/
development device depending on the progreSS of num
ber for chip units or number for exposure units in which
the calculated alignment accuracy on every error com
ponents exceeds the alignment accuracy reference
value on every error components.
21. A method for manufacturing Semiconductor devices
according to claim 20, wherein the degree of effect on the
yield in the control Step is calculated based on result of
checking judgment in an operation test on the chip units or
on the exposure units.
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